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The Institute of Medicine has recommended that policy decisions about improvement of national public health systems be guided by sound scientific evidence. However, to date there is no national research agenda to help guide public health systems.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention was called upon to lead a collaborative consensus-based process to define key research questions and establish a framework to create opportunities to better coordinate, leverage, and identify public health resources, which are increasingly scarce. The public health systems research agenda that emerged from this process has 14 overarching priority research themes. This national agenda should stimulate and guide research to meet the urgent need to improve the nation’s public health systems. (Am J Public Health. 2006;96:410–413. doi:10.2105/AJPH.2004.046037)

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, in collaboration with the Council on Linkages Between Academia and Public Health Practice and other public health systems partners, should develop a research agenda and estimate funding needed to build the evidence base that will guide policymaking for public health practice.

—Institute of Medicine

In its 2002 report, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) recommended that an investment be made in developing a research agenda to guide policy decisions that shape public health practice. Similarly, the US Department of Health and Human Services, in Healthy People 2010: Understanding and Improving Health, recognized the need for a strong public health infrastructure that would provide the capacity to prepare for and respond to acute and chronic threats to the nation’s health. Healthy People 2010 developed a series of benchmark indicators for public health infrastructure that calls for a systematic approach to data gathering, analysis, and research.

Since the publication of these 2 seminal reports, the pace of change in public health has been accelerating, owing in large measure to the environment resulting from the events of September 11, 2001; newly emerging threats (e.g., severe acute respiratory syndrome [SARS], the obesity epidemic); and dramatic shifts in funding for public health agencies. These new challenges have placed additional strains on already stressed services, programs, and staff. If we are to build the capacity needed to meet the ever-expanding list of threats to the public’s health, it is essential that we first define public health systems, how they function, and what factors contribute to high performance.

Mays et al. describe public health systems research as “a field of study that examines the organization, financing, and delivery of public health services within communities, and the impact of these services on public health.” To date, no public health systems research agenda exists.

The relatively new field of public health systems research is related to, but distinct from, more well-established areas such as health services research. It has emerged within the last decade primarily because of the need to better understand how the level of development of national public health infrastructure and the multiplicity of organizational arrangements in public health affect health outcomes. There is still a need to fully investigate the diversity of public health agency structures and functions, how resources are used at the state and local levels, how public health performance can affect health status outcomes, and myriad other issues. Early research and practice-based efforts represent the foundation upon which future research can be conducted.

Initial work in public health systems research generally focused on identifying the roles, functions, and resources of public health agencies. Over time, research expanded beyond agency boundaries to explore partnerships within public health by investigating the concept of a public health systems framework and by focusing on collaborations between public health and sectors such as medicine and managed care. These activities were catalyzed, in part, by a series of reports issued by the IOM. The 1988 IOM report urged a stronger focus on exploring and building the governmental public health role, as well as the role of other partners involved in public health. The IOM reiterated this call to action in 1997 and again in 2002. Other contributions to public health literature have echoed this need. Concurrently with researchers, public health practitioners have begun to address these issues in the field; this is evidenced through efforts such as the National Public Health Performance Standards Program and the Turning Point initiative.

A public health systems research agenda will be instrumental in catalyzing new research and practice-based initiatives and raising awareness about the importance of such endeavors. A consensus-based
research agenda establishes a framework that not only creates opportunities to better coordinate, leverage, and identify resources and activities but also provides the scientific basis for policy decisions affecting our nation’s health. Previous experiences in setting research agenda priorities in behavioral health 26–28 clinical preventive services, 27 community design and land-use choices, 28 and public health workforce issues 29 have been taken into account in the process of developing a public health systems research agenda.

DEVELOPING A RESEARCH AGENDA: THE PROCESS

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC’s) Public Health Practice Program Office, Division of Public Health Systems Development and Research, outlined a 4-step process with the stated goal of developing a consensus-based public health systems research agenda and disseminating the research agenda to the public health community. The National Public Health Performance Standards Program defines public health systems as “the collection of public, private, and voluntary entities, as well as individuals and informal associations, that contribute to the public’s health within a jurisdiction.” 21–24

The process was guided by several basic principles established to ensure that priority research themes would be defined without undue personal, economic, or political influence. First, the end users of public health systems research, represented by associations of public health practitioners, should have a strong voice in establishing the research agenda. Second, wide participation of interested parties should be ensured. Third, participants would be encouraged to propose research themes that were based on scientific need and the priorities of practitioners, without regard for perceived political or financial feasibility. Finally, to ensure a consensus-based outcome, the research themes should be prioritized through a nominal group process, in which each individual is given the opportunity to vote on prioritizing each research theme following extensive group discussion.

Step 1: Conduct a Brainstorming Session to Solicit Input From CDC Researchers

Staff from the Division of Public Health Systems Development and Research held a brainstorming session in April 2003 with the objective of generating a draft of key elements of a research agenda. The outcome of the session was a draft document outlining 4 broad research categories, each encompassing a list of research topics. The research categories were (1) public health system description and improvement; (2) public health agency role in the system; (3) resources and capacity assessment for the health system; and (4) performance and health outcomes. Performance in this context was understood to be how well a public health system provided the 10 essential public health services, 20 measured against model standards defined in the National Public Health Performance Standards.

Step 2: Engage National Partners to Refine the Draft of Broad Research Themes

To gather input and help refine the 4 broad research categories, the CDC conducted a conference call with representatives from 2 universities; Mathematica Policy Research, Inc; and national partner organizations representing public health practitioners (Table 1).

Step 3: Conduct an Agenda-Setting Meeting With National Partners, Researchers, and the CDC

In June 2003, a 2-day planning session was convened with the objective of arriving at a consensus-based research agenda. The first day of the meeting was open to all interested CDC researchers, as well as the external partners that had been invited. Approximately 100 people attended. The agenda consisted of presentations by selected researchers on current developments and results associated with public health systems research. All participants were asked to write down research ideas that came to mind during the presentations and submit these ideas to the facilitator (H.T.). Approximately 90 ideas were collected and sorted into the 4 research categories that had emerged from the CDC brainstorming session.

On the second day, 15 CDC staffers met with 29 senior representatives from national partner organizations (Table 1). Two sequential 45-minute breakout sessions, in which a facilitated discussion of one research category helped to define priorities, were held on each of the 4 research categories. Each participant was given an opportunity to take part in 2 breakout sessions.

After discussion and voting, the 90 research ideas had been narrowed down to 40, which were presented to the entire group for discussion. A nominal group process followed in which each participant was asked to vote for 10 research themes that he or she considered a priority. Although specific criteria were not established, participants were instructed to consider each theme’s public health

| TABLE 1—Participants in Setting Priorities for a National Public Health Systems Research Agenda, 2003 |
| No. Participants |
| Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) | 15 |
| American Public Health Association (APHA) | 3 |
| Association of State and Territorial Health Officials (ASTHO) | 3 |
| National Association of County and City Health Officials (NACCHO) | 6 |
| National Association of Local Boards of Health (NALBOH) | 4 |
| Public Health Foundation (PHF) | 2 |
| National Network of Public Health Institutes (NNPHI) | 3 |
| University of Kentucky | 4 |
| University of North Carolina School of Public Health | 1 |
| Emory University | 1 |
| Mathematica Policy Research, Inc | 2 |
| Total | 44 |
impact, feasibility, and urgency, as well as whether existing research on the theme was lacking. Of 440 possible votes, 360 (82%) went to 14 of the 40 research themes. When these 14 themes were sorted into the 4 broad research categories previously described, the distribution of votes across the 4 categories was fairly uniform. After the votes were tallied, the group held a facilitated discussion and all participants readily agreed to the final list of 14 priority themes (box this page).

### Research Priorities for the Public Health Systems Research Agenda

1. Determine how public health agency structure affects performance. (40)
2. Define and quantify dimensions of public health systems, including interorganizational relationships (including the role of the agency within the public health system). (33)
3. Explore the relationship between performance and health outcomes (and the chain of impacts that leads from improved performance to improved health outcomes). (30)
4. Define the characteristics of high-performing local, state, and federal public health agencies. (29)
5. Explore the relationship between social determinants of health and system performance. (28)
6. Evaluate the costs of achieving and maintaining acceptable/ optimal levels of performance. (This activity includes exploring reasonable models to collect agency financial data.) (27)
7. Explore the relationship between public health infrastructure/performance and the design, implementation, and impact/outcomes of categorical programs (including the use of evidence-based interventions). (27)
8. Conceptualize a framework for high-performing public health systems that includes key elements. (26)
9. Identify, develop, and refine measures of health outcomes that are sensitive to public health systems capacity and performance. (26)
10. Explore models and outcomes of accreditation of public health agencies and/or public health systems as performance improvement methods. (21)
11. Evaluate how shifting policy and financial priorities affect performance of public health systems. (19)
12. Explore what factors and processes facilitate community involvement in using the National Public Health Performance Standards Program in system improvement activities (quality improvement). (19)
13. Evaluate how and to what extent a high-performing public health system is indicative of preparedness. (19)
14. Explore the effectiveness (within the agency and the system) of local and state governance structures. (16)

Note. Priorities were established by a group of 44 participants from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, national organizations representing public health practitioners, and academic and research institutions. Numbers in parentheses are numbers of votes received.

### Step 4: Disseminate the Draft Research Agenda to Interested Public Health Partners for Discussion, Input, and Comment

The results of the 2-day session were presented at the AcademyHealth annual conference in June 2003 and at a meeting of the Council on Linkages in September 2003. The prioritized research themes were presented during 3 research-related sessions at the American Public Health Association annual meeting in November 2003. Comments and suggestions were invited at all these venues.

### LESSONS LEARNED

After the agenda-setting meeting, an informal debriefing with key participants indicated a high level of satisfaction with both the process and outcome. The comments and suggestions received when the draft research agenda was presented at the AcademyHealth, Council on Linkages, and American Public Health Association meetings validated the results and encouraged the CDC to proceed with publishing the research agenda and working toward building the necessary infrastructure for public health systems research.

The research agenda points to 3 areas that need to be addressed. (1) There is an immediate need to accurately describe the dimensions of public health systems, including their structure, characteristics, costs, and funding mechanisms, as well as the influence of categorical programs and funding on system performance. (2) Additional research is needed to address the relationship between system performance and such core areas as social determinants of health, public policy, preparedness, and governance structures. (3) There is a need to explore the concepts of performance measurement. Ultimately, the body of knowledge derived from this research will challenge public health leaders, policy makers, and researchers to conceptualize a framework for high-performing public health systems and provide evidence of the impact of system performance on health outcomes.

The comments and feedback we received were similar to those received by others who have developed national research agendas. What differentiated our efforts from others were the various opportunities for input from the general public health community. Although it is universally acknowledged that a national research agenda is necessary to prioritize and strategically approach public health systems research, we cannot overstate the importance of having gained consensus on this research agenda among national partner organizations, researchers, and the CDC.

### THE BENEFITS OF A RESEARCH AGENDA

A comprehensive public health systems research agenda will help funding organizations make informed choices between competing research options. In a time of tightening resources, it is imperative that funders know how to use research dollars to maximum advantage and guide
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